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Monday, September 14 of 2015

DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS?????

Dear companions and servants of Christ,

Today I want to teach you something that I learned from My Son Jesus, when He was still a child.

Jesus began to discover the essence of the Divine Plan of God for humanity at five years old and He
was capable of seeing in the hearts of humanity the Perfect Thought of God to each one of them. 
That was how the little Jesus would seek seeing in each being only their perfection and, even if this
being resembled in nothing the Thought of God to him or her, Jesus would only see the Divine
Thought.  And it was so much love that would be born in Jesus on seeing the Perfection of God in
each creature, that this love, by itself, would start to expel from the hearts of humanity that which
was separating them from God.

To this mystery, I want to invite you today, because, throughout the centuries, humanity only
responded to the capital stimuli and very little to the divine ones, and it was in this way that in the
human heart only grew the habit of always searching for the worst in the neighbor, as a way of
feeling better than the others. 

For this reason, the beings do not known the Love of God for His creatures, because the
consciousness that only glimpses the miseries of each being cannot understand how God loves such
miserable beings, and wonders from where the redeemed humanity will emerge, if everyone around
is lost in shrotcomings.

Today I tell you that inside of each soul are latent the Perfection of God and the possibility of living
and manifesting that perfection.  You must learn to seek what of the most wonderful a
consciousness expresses, because there are the eyes of God.

It is because of this possibility of uniting to the principles of the Creator that He aspires incessantly
that from this humanity be born the new man and the new woman, capable of transforming all of
His Creation.

Learn to banish from your own interior the need of observing and seeking the shortcomings of
others, but, on the contrary, rejoice with the manifestation of a virtue in the neighbor and imitate
them on what they express with perfection.

Find in the attribute that each being manifests the possibility of the emergence of a new race and
aspire from all your heart that each one be able to grow in virtue.  Help each other so that you may
mature under the spirit of fraternity and love, and erase from your own consciousness and from the
human consciousness the evil of the permanent competition.

If you follow such simple examples, little by little you will learn all that Christ taught the Sacred
Family and you will be able to attract the Christic Spirit to the planet.
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I love you and bless you, under My Divine Humility, so that you may be fulfilled by this celestial
balm and may understand and live what I tell you.

Your Father and Companion, Saint Joseph, Humble and Chaste Worker of God


